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Abstract—Software-defined networks (SDNs) are novel networking architectures that decouple the network control and forwarding functions from the data plane. Unlike traditional networking, the control logic of SDNs is implemented in a logically centralized controller which provides a global network view and open programming interface to the applications. While SDNs have become a hot topic among both academia and industry in recent years, little attention has been paid on the security aspect. In this paper, we introduce a novel attack, namely, packet injection attack, in SDNs. By maliciously injecting manipulated packets into SDNs, attackers can affect the services and networking applications in the control plane, and largely consume the resources in the data plane. The consequences could be the disruption of applications built on the top of the topology manager service and rest API, as well as a huge consumption of network resources, such as the bandwidth of the OpenFlow channel. To defend against the packet injection attack, we present PacketChecker, a lightweight extension module on SDN controllers to effectively detect and mitigate the flooding of falsified packets. We implement a prototype of PacketChecker in floodlight controller and conduct experiments to evaluate the efficiency of the defense mechanism. The evaluation shows that the PacketChecker module can effectively mitigate the attack with a minor overhead to the SDN controller.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE defined networks (SDNs) are new network architectures decoupling control logics and forwarding functions from network infrastructures. In SDNs, a logically centralized controller is employed to provide a holistic network view as well as network programmable interfaces. The controller collects the devices information (e.g., host location, switches information) and constructs a global topology view. Based on the topology view, the controller then deploys forwarding policies by installing flow rules on each networking devices (e.g., switches). Through the northbound application programming interfaces, networking applications built on the top of the controller can further customize network control policies such as firewalls, routing algorithms, and load balancing strategies. Such centralized controls significantly simplify the modification of network policies and the deployment of networking applications. OpenFlow [1], as one of the most successful SDNs protocols, has been widely deployed in realistic cloud computing environments to improve the reliability and performance of cloud services. Google reports that they achieved near 100% link utilization in their data centers using SDN principles and OpenFlow [2].

While SDNs bring huge successes, the idea of centralized control also raises new security concerns. As the core of the whole network, the SDN controller is responsible for the schedule of the entire network traffics. Therefore, a compromised controller would result in devastating consequences. Once the OpenFlow controller is under malicious attacks, the normal networking functions would be disrupted. Even worse, attackers who hijack the controller could control the entire network and easily alter every single flow. Moreover, since all applications rely on the global network view to function properly, the poisoned network view caused by malicious packets would lead to flow rule conflicts and policy violations. As a result, numerous efforts from both academia and industry have been made to enforce the security of SDNs. For example, FortNox [3], FLOWGUARD [4] and Fleet [5] are proposed to solve the problem of policy violations. AVANTGUARD [6] and FloodGuard [7] are built to defend against the denial-of-service attacks on SDNs. While those works provide solid solutions which effectively raise the bar for launching various malicious activities such as the saturation attacks [6]–[8], they ignored malicious users who can intentionally inject packets to overwhelm the secure channels between the controller and forwarding devices, poison the global topology view and tremendously consume controller’s resources.

In this paper, we unveil a new vulnerability exists in the OpenFlow protocol. In existing design of the communication processes, when a forwarding device (e.g., a switch) meets a new packet with no matching flow rules in the flow table, it sends a Packet-In message to the controller through the secure channel without any regulation mechanisms. We demonstrate that such a design could be abused by an adversary to launch packet injection attacks. A malicious user can continuously inject manipulated packets with random falsifications of parts of the header fields (e.g., MAC address), forcing the switches to send Packet-In messages to the controller. Those fake devices information would deceive the topology management service to generate a ghostly topology with huge amounts of non-existing devices included, and thus mislead the networking applications via the Rest API.
In certain cases, the attack can disable the functionality of applications and even crash the applications.

To defend against such attacks, we propose PacketChecker to prohibit malicious hosts from manipulating a large amount of Packet-In intentionally. PacketChecker acts as a lightweight extension to existing OpenFlow controllers. It filters out Packet-In messages according to the header fields of the packets before these messages processed by the controller core module. By comparing the MAC address, Switch DPID and InPort information carried in the Packet-In message, PacketChecker can automatically identify the injected packets. Once an anomaly is detected, it informs the switch to discard these packets through a Flow-Mod message, thus avoids the controller resources be exhausted. We implement a prototype of PacketChecker module in Floodlight controller.

To evaluate the impact of the packet injection attack on SDN controllers, as well as the effectiveness of PacketChecker, we conduct a set of experiments in the Mininet environments. We launch the packet injection attack on a simulated SDN network under three different networking topologies and compare the results with PacketChecker installed. Our results show that this attack can disrupt the networking applications and clog up network traffic. However, with PacketChecker integrated, the controller can effectively detect and drop all injected packets from malicious user on the switch. Also, our evaluation results show that PacketChecker induces minor performance overhead.

In general, our paper makes the following contributions.

- We uncover a new security vulnerability in the OpenFlow communication process, topology management service and Rest API in the SDN controller.
- We present a novel attack, namely the packet injection attack, against the SDN controller. We demonstrate the feasibility of such attack on the Mininet [9] emulation environment and analyze the consequences.
- We discuss several possible solutions to mitigate the new threat. Based on some features of SDNs, we design and implement PacketChecker by extending the Floodlight controller to prevent the packet injection attack.
- We conduct experiments to evaluate PacketChecker in terms of the effectiveness and efficiency. The experimental results show that PacketChecker can effectively mitigate the packet injection attack while imposing negligible overheads.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the background information about SDNs and the OpenFlow protocol in Section II. We describe the vulnerability in SDN controller and introduce the packet injection attack in Section III. We discuss the countermeasures against the packet injection attack and propose PacketChecker in Section IV. We detail the implementation and evaluation of PacketChecker in Section V. We survey the related work in Section VI. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

In this Section, we briefly introduce the background knowledge of the OpenFlow communication process, the topology management service and the northbound Rest API in SDN controllers.

A. The OpenFlow Communication Process

OpenFlow is the most widely deployed southbound interface. It defines the forwarding behavior and message format for the interaction between the OpenFlow switch and controller. Unlike traditional switches, OpenFlow switches forward packets according to the flow entries in the flow table. Each flow table in the switch contains a set of flow entries. A flow entry consists of the match fields, counters and a set of instructions that are applied to match packets [10]. When a switch receives a packet, it starts matching the flow table according to the specified match fields. If matched, the packet will be processed based on the instruction which contains in the matched flow entry. Otherwise, the packet is forwarded according to the table-miss flow entry. By default, the unmatched packets will be sent to the controller via Packet-In messages. The OpenFlow message plays an important role in the communication between the switch and controller. There are three types of messages: controller-to-switch, asynchronous, and symmetric. Controller-to-switch messages, such as Packet-Out and Features messages, are initiated by the controller and used to manage or control the switch. Asynchronous messages are initiated by the switch to inform the switch state change event to the controller. It includes Packet-In and Port-Status messages. Symmetric messages could be initiated by either a switch or a controller to complete the connections. Also, they are used to process some problems between switches and the controller. When the controller receives Packet-In messages that contain unmatched packets, the forwarding service would compute a route for these packets. But, if there no route for these packets, controller would instruct the switch flood these packets to other ports through the Packet-Out messages.

B. The Topology Management Service

The topology management service in the controller is the foundation of route computing. It is responsible for updating the network topology. To collect the information about the switch and monitor the link state, the controller sends link layer discovery protocol (LLDP) packets in the form of Packet-Out messages to connected switches periodically. It then learns the network information according to the Packet-In messages and updates the network topology view simultaneously. In general, the topology management service includes host discovery, switch discovery and link discovery. Host discovery is passive. It learns and updates the host information (i.e., MAC address, InPort) based on the Packet-In messages caused by mismatched packets. The discovery of the switch occurs when the switch establishes a connection to the controller. The controller learns and stores the switch information (i.e., the port ID and datapath ID) to update the topology information. Different from the discovery of the host and switch, link discovery is proactive. The controller sends LLDP packets to the switch and computes the
link based on the neighbour’s Packet-In and LLDP messages. Normally, the controller provides an intuitive way to manage and monitor the network topology with a web-based graphical user interface (Web GUI). For example, the Web GUI of Floodlight controller provides a way for users to view controller state information, connected switches, inter-switch links, devices or hosts, flows installed in switch tables, and the overall network topology [11]. Most OpenFlow statistics could be queried through the Web GUI, and the results are displayed in a tabular fashion.

C. The Northbound Rest API

The core of SDN programmability is the Northbound Rest API, which provides an abstraction of the network infrastructure with a programmable interface for SDN applications to make use of the controller services and configure the network dynamically. Different from the southbound, a standard northbound API for SDN does not exist. As a result, many controllers, i.e., Floodlight, Ryu, OpenDaylight, implement their own service abstractions adopted a Rest-based approach along with data representation formats like JSON and XML. Users can easily develop northbound applications to manage the network through the features exposed by the controller. Besides, the Rest API is also important to the cloud computing applications. Floodlight controller provides a built-in virtual-network module to the application of OpenStack Quantum [12] through the exposed Rest API. Banikazemi et al. [13] implemented a module in Floodlight providing a Rest API for virtual networks management.

III. PACKET INJECTION ATTACK

In this section, we describe the new security vulnerability in existing SDN controller. We demonstrate how attackers can inject packets to the network, spoof network service and consume the resources.

A. Threat Model

A packet injection attack can happen in SDN network where users can control one or more hosts to inject manipulated packets. The adversary does not require more privileges than regular users or need to compromise the controller’s system. We assume that the attacker controls several end host servers and is able to generate packets with crafted head fields.

We also assume the target SDN controller works in the reactive mode, which is widely used by most mainstream controllers, such as Floodlight [14], Pox [15], etc. In the reactive mode, switches would generate and forward Packet-In packets for incoming unmatched packets to the controller. Note that our threat model is also consistent with previous work including TopoGuard [16] and FloodGuard [4].

We illustrate a simple scenario in Figure 1. There is at least one OpenFlow switch which receives the traffics from end hosts. The OpenFlow controller processes Packet-In messages from the switch and sends flow rules to the switch in the form of Flow-Mod messages. Such a threat model is reasonable and common since SDN is designed to replace existing networking infrastructure.

B. Packet Injection Attack

As described in Section II, in the reactive SDN environment, OpenFlow switches forward unmatched packets to the controller through the OpenFlow channel. The topology management service in the controller learns the host information by monitoring the Packet-In messages and updates the topology information as well as host profiles. Also, the Rest API provides devices information to the network applications. In the process, there is no mechanism in the controller to ensure the legitimacy of Packet-In messages caused by unmatched packets. Any unmatched packets could trigger the Packet-In messages. Such a design could be exploited by attackers who control one or more end hosts to mount packet injection attacks that a large amount of fake packets are falsified. Once those falsified packets are sent to the OpenFlow switch, table-misses would occur because there are no corresponding flow rules for these packets. As a result, the switch sends Packet-In messages with the information of these packets to the SDN controller through the OpenFlow channel. Those Packet-In messages would lead to the following consequences: (1) The topology management service module would learn the host information, create a host attachment and update the topology and device Rest API information. (2) Those messages would be further processed by the forwarding service module. Since the controller does not have real destinations for those packets, it would instruct the switch to flood these packets to other ports except the import in the form of the Packet-Out messages. (3) With the explosion of the topology information, the applications built on the top of the Rest API would suffer huge performance degradation.

To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the packet injection attack, we conduct experiments in an OpenFlow simulated environment with Mininet [9]. Mininet is a common simulation tool used in OpenFlow networks based on network namespaces. Processes can only access resources inside their namespaces [17]. To implement this attack, we create two hosts and an OpenFlow switch which is connected to a SDN controller. The experiment topology is initiated in the Mininet as depicted in Figure 1. Then, we generate
manipulated packets and send these packets using Scapy [18] to the switch in a rate of 100 packets per second. We choose two popular controllers: Pox and Floodlight controller.

1) Spoofing: We start the Pox controller with three services: (1) The forwarding service; (2) The host tracker service; and (3) The OpenFlow discovery service. The forwarding service is responsible for installing exact-match rules for each flow. The host tracker service, as a part of topology management service, keeps tracking the host location and configuration information in the network. The OpenFlow discovery service discovers the connectivity with OpenFlow switches by sending out LLDP packets. In order to verify the functions of the host tracker service, we perform a reachability test in the Mininet environment. The result is shown in Figure 2. We find that the host tracker service can learn the location information including switch DPID, Inport, MAC address and IP address from the Packet-In messages. Then, we launch the attack by constructing massive packets and injecting these fake packets into the network through the host “10.0.0.1”. In Figure 2, we can see that the port “1” in the switch “1” adds a lot of host devices with fake MAC addresses and IP addresses. However, these hosts are actually not existing in the network.

Different from the Pox controller, Floodlight does not display additional device information in the terminal window. In order to provide a more intuitive way to display device information, we modify the DevicemanagerImpl.java file. As shown in Figure 3, we add a logger.info function to output the device MAC address information. The DeviceListener class tracks the device information and stores it in the device object dynamically. Then, we conduct the same reachability and attack test in Mininet environment with the Floodlight controller. The result is shown in Figure 4. We find that the device management service (similar to the host tracker service in the Pox controller) is also cheated by the Packet-In messages. It learns and stores the fake device information, and then provides this information to the device Rest API and network topology applications.

2) Denial-of-Service: A large amount of injected packets can not only deceive the controller service, but also launch denial-of-service attacks on networking applications which are based on these services. To demonstrate the consequences, we start the Floodlight controller and a Firefox browser with the Web GUI opened. We continually inject packets into the OpenFlow switch and refresh Web GUI on a timed interval. With the increase of attacking packets, we find that the response speed of Web GUI is slowing down. Finally, the Web GUI is even collapsed due to the large amount of device information.

Unlike the denial-of-service attack on the Web GUI, the OpenFlow channel and network bandwidth are correlated to attack speed. More resources are required to inject more packets in a fixed time. We adjust attack speed to measure the workload of OpenFlow channel and network bandwidth. The result is shown in Figures 11 and 12. We find that when the attack speed is set with 1,600 packets per second (pps), the network bandwidth will be reduced to zero. Under such a circumstance, the network would be blocked by these packets. Meanwhile, the workload of OpenFlow channel is gradually rising. When the packet attack speed exceeds 1,600 pps, the Packet-In messages from OpenFlow switch would be dropped.

3) Discussion: The packet injection attack abuses Packet-In packets generated by maliciously crafted packets to flood the SDN. As a result, the attack can cause damage in the reactive mode. In the proactive mode, flow rules are pre-defined by the controller in the switches’ flow tables. Unmatched packets would be dropped directly by
OpenFlow switches, and thus the Packet-In events would not be triggered. As a result, a naive attack has little impact on SDN in the proactive mode. We plan to investigate attacks on the proactive mode in the future.

IV. COUNTERMEASURES

To mitigate the packet injection attack, we propose PacketChecker to assist the SDN controller in handling fake packets. PacketChecker acts as a lightweight extension to existing SDN controller. We first present the overall defense mechanism. Then we describe the core algorithm for detecting packets. Finally, we detail the design and implementation of PacketChecker.

A. Defense Strategy

The root cause for the packet injection attack is that the controller does not verify the validity of Packet-In messages. Such a mechanism allows attackers to spoof and flood packets with random MAC or IP addresses. Traditional Ethernet switches mitigate MAC flooding attacks by limiting the access on a port to users with specific MAC addresses. These MAC addresses are either manually configured or dynamically learned. It requires constant updating of the map and suffers the scalability problem.

Inspired by methods used to prevent MAC flooding attacks [19] in traditional networks, we propose a novel method, namely PacketChecker, to discover malicious Packet-In packets in SDN networks. The key idea of PacketChecker is straightforward: if the controller can distinguish malicious Packet-In messages from normal ones, it can simply drop those packets before being processed by other modules in the controller. Different from traditional networking, SDN separates the control logic from the data plane and manages the network behavior through a logically centralized controller. Such a centralized controller can deploy network policies by installing flow rules on each switch in a dynamic and real time manner. When the controller receives a Packet-In message, it first judges the legitimacy of the Packet-In message by querying the table. If the table contains the MAC addresses and port information of a packet, it means that this Packet-In message is legal. PacketChecker then forwards it to subsequent modules for further processing. Otherwise, there is a strong possibility that such a Packet-In message is malicious and should be dropped. In default settings, once PacketChecker catches a malicious Packet-In message, it drops the packet directly to prevent it from entering other modules. In this way, the packet injection attack could be tackled splendidly.

Note that the MAC address of a physical device is usually unchanged in the realistic networks. As a result, the defense strategy would not affect packets from legitimate devices. In the case that the MAC address of a physical device is changed (e.g., replacing a device), additional mechanisms are needed to synchronize the mapping table. The entry associated with the MAC address should be deleted in advance. PacketChecker could also check those updating periodically.

Although this strategy can effectively detect malicious Packet-In messages, it can not reduce the number of Packet-In messages sent to the OpenFlow channel. In order to mitigate the bandwidth saturation problem brought by the packet injection attack, we utilize the switch to reduce malicious Packet-In messages. Once detecting these malicious messages, the OpenFlow switch would drop the subsequent packets according to a Flow-Mod message generated by the controller. We control the drop action by setting a hard and idle timeout for the flow rules. Through this method, PacketChecker can dramatically reduce the number of Packet-In messages and mitigates the overhead of OpenFlow channel.

B. Detection Algorithm

The detection algorithm of the packet injection attack is presented in Algorithm 1. A table-miss in the OpenFlow switch is configured to encapsulate the packet into a Packet-In message, which is sent to the controller. The Packet-In handler in the controller processes this message according to the Algorithm 1 firstly. If the MAC address contained in this Packet-In message is not in the mapping table that storing the host’s MAC address and switch port, this message is legitimate. We update the mapping table to include the information of this packet by writing the MAC address, switch port and DPID, and then send it to other modules. Alternatively, if the mapping table contains this MAC address, but the switch port and DPID information are not matching the data in the mapping table, we treat this message as illegal, and return a stop command, which stops the packet from sending
the switch DPID and port number. According to the Port switch datapath ID. We define a class named PacketChecker extracts the source MAC address, in port and so on. To verify the validity of Packet-In tination MAC address, Ethernet source MAC address, and the OpenFlow version, transaction ID, in port, Ethernet des-
monitors the message to update the port status. PacketChecker messages. To maintain the mapping table dynamically, port information are collected by monitoring Packet-In messages. When a host leaves the switch, the connected port would be shut down, and the entry in the mapping table would be deleted. Also, if the switch disconnects with the controller, the controller knows the location of the switch port, because the Port in the network is unique. Another data structure is a Map which implements the mapping table. The Map key is the MAC address, and the value is the Port. Using this Map, MAC address is bound with the Port. Then the attack detection algorithm is built on the top of those structures.

2) Attack Solution: The attack detection module identifies the malicious Packet-In messages, and then sends them to the attack solution module. The attack solution module would discard malicious messages and instruct the switch to drop subsequent packets by distributing a Flow-Mod message. Legal messages are processed normally. As shown in Figure 6, the link discovery module collects the link information firstly when SDN controller receives the Packet-In messages. Then, the topology management module constructs the topology using the link information, and the device management module maintains the device information. The SDN controller makes a forwarding policy based on the device and topology information. When a malicious Packet-In message is detected, it should be processed by attack solution module firstly. Only valid messages could be processed by the link discovery module. Malicious messages would be drop directly. Such a design allows PacketChecker extending the SDN controller without any modification of SDN hardware.

V. EVALUATION

A. Implementation
We implement the PacketChecker module in the Floodlight controller and test it under the Mininet environment. The implementation of the attacking mechanisms is based on Scapy. The PacketChecker module implements the IOFMessageListener to monitor the Packet-In messages, and the IOFSwitchListener to monitor the host movement and topology information. When a malicious Packet-In message is detected, it should be processed by attack solution module firstly. Only valid messages could be processed by the link discovery module. Malicious messages would be drop directly. Such a design allows PacketChecker extending the SDN controller without any modification of SDN hardware.

C. PacketChecker
PacketChecker consists of two parts: attack detection and attack solution. The attack detection module is used to detect the packet injection attack automatically. It depends on the host’s MAC address and switches port mapping table to verify Packet-In messages. The attack solution module is used to handle malicious Packet-In messages. The process is based on the execution order of the modules in the controller. The workflow of PacketChecker is shown in Figure 5. For the mapping table in PacketChecker, the MAC address and switch port information are collected by monitoring Packet-In messages. To maintain the mapping table dynamically, PacketChecker monitors the message to update the port status. When a host leaves the switch, the connected port would be shut down, and the entry in the mapping table would be deleted. Also, if the switch disconnects with the controller, the switch port in the table would be deleted.

1) Attack Detection: The Packet-In messages include the OpenFlow version, transaction ID, in port, Ethernet designation MAC address, Ethernet source MAC address, and so on. To verify the validity of Packet-In messages, PacketChecker extracts the source MAC address, in port and switch datapath ID. We define a class named Port to include the switch DPID and port number. According to the Port, the next module in the controller. In this way, the packet injection attack could be detected in a real-time fashion. We analyze time complexity of this algorithm in section V.

Algorithm 1 Detection the Packet Injection Attack
Input: M (Packet-In messages), T (host’s MAC address and switch port mapping table), S (OpenFlow switches) Output: C (command)
for each $M \in S$ do
if $M.MAC \notin T$ then
$T.MAC \leftarrow M.MAC, T.Port \leftarrow M.Port$ and $T.DPID \leftarrow M.DPID$
return Command.continue
end if
if $M.MAC \in T$ and $T.Port = M.Port$ and $T.DPID \leftarrow M.DPID$ then
return Command.continue
else
return Command.stop
end if
end for

Fig. 5. The workflow of PacketChecker.

Fig. 6. Flow diagram of packet-in process.
center network, and it is a universal network for provably efficient communication. The scale of the topology in our experiment is shown in TABLE II. Each edge switch is connected to 25 hosts. We select H1 as the host that used to launch the packet injection attack. We utilize HttpRequester [21] to measure the response time of the device Rest API and the Web GUI of Floodlight controller which is displayed in the Firefox browser to observe the SDN network topology.

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Pod</th>
<th>Host</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4*25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8*25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16*25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Evaluation**

We first analyze the time complexity and measure the delay of the attack detection algorithm in our topology. Then, we test the effectiveness of the detection algorithm. Thirdly, we show the evaluation on the Web GUI which is based on the Rest API. Lastly, we launch packet injection attacks on TopoGuard [16] and demonstrate that TopoGuard cannot mitigate the packet injection attack.

1) **Complexity:** For the detection algorithm of the packet injection attack, the main operation is traversing the MAC address in T (host MAC address and switch port mapping table). In the worst case, it requires $O(N)$ comparisons, where $N$ is the number of entries in T. We use hash Map to build the mapping table. For each Packet-In message from a OpenFlow switch, our algorithm uses `containsKey` function to judge whether the MAC address is in the mapping table or not. If MAC address is in the table, we use `containsValue` to compare the port information from the Packet-In messages and judge whether it equals the value in the table. The complexity of `containsKey` function is $O(1)$, and the complexity of `containsValue` function is $O(N)$. Thus, we consider the complexity of the detection algorithm is $O(1)$, in the worst case, the complexity of the detection algorithm is $O(N)$.

2) **Packet-In Process Delay:** We measure the processing delay of the Packet-In messages to test the efficiency of the PacketChecker module under packet injection attacks. We send a large number of attack packets (e.g., 10,000) to the switch with an interval of 0.01s, and measure the processing delay of each packet in three scale topology by using Java `System.nanoTime` API. The API promises a precision of 1 nanosecond. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) is showed in Figure 7. We can see that almost ninety-eight percent of Packet-In messages processing delay are less than 20us, which is negligible for the Floodlight controller. Among three different topologies, we find that processing Packet-In messages have little relation with the size, which is closely related to the scale of network topology. In general, the delay of Packet-In messages process is very small, which means PacketChecker can effectively handle the packet injection attack.

3) **The Effectiveness of the Detection Mechanism:** We test the effectiveness of the PacketChecker module from two aspects: (1) anti deception and (2) denial-of-service attack. The injected illegal packets can spoof the topology management service and Rest API, consume the bandwidth and Web GUI resource. The test environment is shown in Figure 8.

   a) **Anti-Deception:** We measure the effectiveness by comparing the number of malicious packets detected by PacketChecker and injected packets sent by the attacker. The attacker keeps generating packets with different MAC and IP addresses to the switch. By counting the number of malicious packets confirmed by PacketChecker, we find that almost all attack packets could be detected by this module. According to the detection algorithm, the mapping table collects the right host MAC address and binds it to the switch port. Thus, packets containing other MAC addresses from the same port of the switch are considered as malicious. The detect result is shown in Figure 9. Moreover, we use RestClient [22] to access the device Rest API. In Figure 10, we find that the device Rest API only contains the Client A, B, and Attacker information. The forged host information is dropped by the

![Fig. 7. CDF of measured PacketChecker delays.](image)

![Fig. 8. Test topology.](image)
PacketChecker module. As we can see, PacketChecker module can effectively prevent the injected packets from spoofing the topology management service and Rest API.

b) Anti-DoS: We demonstrate the protection on the OpenFlow channel and bandwidth resources by PacketChecker. Figure 11 shows the OpenFlow channel’s workload variations under the attack and defense. Without PacketChecker, with the increasing of attack rate, the load of OpenFlow channel increases gradually. For the PacketChecker module, we set a flow rule to the switch to drop the injection packets when attack is detected. We set the hard timeout and idle timeout of flow rules to 5 seconds. After that, the workload is then ignored. Dropping those injected packets in the switch can not only reduce the load of OpenFlow channel, but also save bandwidth resources. Thus it can effectively defend against the bandwidth denial-of-service attack. The result of the defense on bandwidth is shown in Figure 12. Without PacketChecker, the bandwidth is about 9.5Mbps in normal condition. When we start the attack and increase the attack rate, the bandwidth dramatically goes down. As the attack rate reaches 1600pps, the whole network is disabled. On the other hand, with PacketChecker, the bandwidth still keeps almost 9.5Mbps under attacks.

In our experiment, we heuristically set the hard timeout and idle timeout of flow rules to 5 seconds. In realistic networks, the range of the timeout could be set from 0 through 65535. If the timeout is set to a relatively large value, flow rules would stay in the flow table for a long time and exhaust the space, which might cause flow table overflow. On the other hand, if this value is too small, SDN controller would send Flow-Mod messages frequently and largely increase the load on the OpenFlow channel. In our future work, we plan to design some dedicated optimization algorithms to set those timeout dynamically with the consideration of the frequency of attack, the capacity of flow table, the bandwidth of OpenFlow channel and the workload of the SDN controller.

4) Evaluation on the Web GUI: We show another protection on networking applications by testing the Web GUI. We use a Firefox browser to monitor the change of the SDN network topology based on the device Rest API. The CPU and memory usage are measured by psutil (process and system utilities) library. Psutil is a cross-platform library for retrieving information on running processes and system utilization in Python [23]. The percentage of CPU used by a process is defined as the proportion of the elapsed CPU time occupied by the task to the total CPU time. On multi-core systems, the CPU usage is the total of all cores. The topology is consisting of two client hosts connecting the OpenFlow switch, and a Floodlight controller to manage the network. The test topology is shown in Figure 8. We measure the CPU and memory usage of the Firefox process with and without our PacketChecker module to illustrate the effectiveness. For the attack, the rate of the packet injection is 100 packets per second. The results of the CPU and memory usage of the Firefox browser are shown in Figures 13.
Fig. 13. CPU usage of web GUI.

Fig. 14. Memory usage of web GUI.

The attacks occur between 20 to 120 seconds. Without the packet injection attack, the CPU and memory utilization is quite low. But after 20 seconds when we start the attack, the CPU and memory usage increase quickly. 20 seconds later, the CPU usage is over 100 and maintains in such a level in the following period of time. At last, the Firefox browser is crashed. The reason is that the packet injection attack forces the controller learning a lot of host entities. The numerous GUI read and display operations bring huge overhead to the Firefox browser and finally cause the Firefox browser being crashed. Also, during the attack, the memory utilization continues rising. That is because the increase of the host entities in the topology needs more memory to store the information and display in the Floodlight Web GUI.

Comparing to the case without the PacketChecker module, we can see the PacketChecker module can effectively defend against the packet injection attack. After the starting of the packet injection attack, the CPU and memory utilization of Firefox browser still maintains at a normal level. Since PacketChecker filters the malicious packets, the topology management service would not learn the large number of fake information. As a result, the CPU and memory utilization still maintains at a normal level.

5) Comparison to TopoGuard: Hong et al. proposed TopoGuard to protect the SDN controller from network topology poisoning attacks. TopoGuard verifies the legitimacy of a host migration, the origin of a LLDP packet as well as switch’s port property once detecting a topology update. For Packet-In messages, the Port Manager in TopoGuard first locates the host entity in the existing Host List through the switch’s port information. If the host entity is not found, the traffic is then regarded as the first-hop traffic, and the source’s MAC address is recorded in the Host List.

While TopoGuard performs well on defending host location hijacking and link fabrication attacks, it does not verify the legitimacy of the source’s MAC address. In packet injection attacks, malicious users control multiple hosts to inject manipulated packets with falsified MAC address. A new MAC address in the packets would be treated as a new host entity in TopoGuard. Thus, those crafted packets can pass the verification on the host migration of TopoGuard, and deceive the topology management service.

To validate the effectiveness of packet injection attacks and PacketChecker, we further launch attacks on TopoGuard and compare the results with PacketChecker. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the experimental results, which contain the CPU and memory usage of the Firefox browser. In Figure 13, we find that the CPU usage of TopoGuard is very close to Floodlight without PacketChecker. In Figure 14, we find that the memory usage of TopoGuard is about 3% more than Floodlight. This is because the port property of switch port in TopoGuard consumes some more memory resources. Obviously, TopoGuard also suffers the overwhelming of falsified packets, similar to the Floodlight controller without PacketChecker. The results demonstrate that packet injection attacks can also poison TopoGuard successfully.

VI. RELATED WORK

Many previous studies focus on the security analysis of SDN networks and applications based on the SDN technology [24]–[28]. Shin and Gu [29] designed the CloudWatcher to monitor the large and dynamic cloud networks service. Hu et al. [4] developed FLOWGUARD to build robust firewalls for SDN. Matsumoto et al. presented a Fleet controller which is used to defend against malicious administrators [5]. Porras et al. [3] designed a security policy enforced kernel named FortNOX to detect and solve the flow rules conflict problem. All these works aim to enforce the security of SDN applications. Besides, there some other works study the scalability of SDN [30]–[32] and SDN application [33]–[36]. Different from those works, our work focus on the security problem in the data and control plane of SDN architecture.

Owing to the centralized control of SDN networks, preventing the controller from attacks is an important issue. Typical attacks on the controller include denial-of-service (DoS) attacks [37], network topology poisoning attacks and flow table overflow attacks. AVANT-GUARD [6] and FloodGuard [4] are proposed to defend against the DoS attack on SDN controller. AVANT-GUARD focuses on the inherent communication bottleneck between data and control plane.
as well as the speed of detection and response of the flow dynamic. Also, it mainly defeats TCP-based flooding attacks. FloodGuard is designed to defend against the data-to-control plane saturation attack. It uses a packet migration module to cache the flooding packets and send them to the controller with a rate limit in round-robin scheduling. Although it can limit the rate of Packet-In messages to the controller, it does not check the validity of the Packet-In messages, and cannot prevent the packet injection attack. Besides, Qian et al. [38] used an asset-centric approach to identify security threats in OpenFlow networks. They analyzed the flow table overflow attack originated from malicious applications on the controller. They compared the performance between FlowChecking and the Learning Switch on packets loss and service delaying. Similarly, a quantitative analysis of DoS attacks and mitigation mechanism is made in [39] and [40]. In order to mitigate the network poison attack, TopoGuard [16] is proposed. It is an extension to SDN controller and provides automatic and real-time detection of such attack. However, it does not consider the origin of Packet-In messages in solving the host location hijacking attack. SPHINX [41] detects ARP poisoning on network topology and DoS attacks on data plane forwarding.

Packet injection attack also exists in traditional network architecture. A switch-related countermeasure is proposed in [42]. Different from the traditional packet injection attack in Ethernet networks, since the OpenFlow switches do not learn packet information, such attack in SDN would lead to more disastrous consequences. We focus on the impact of packet injection attacks on data plane, control plane and propose the PacketChecker to mitigate this problem.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we unveil a new vulnerability in SDN and propose the packet injection attack. This attack can affect the topology management service, Rest API and networking applications on SDN controller. To defend against the attack, we propose and design PacketChecker, which is a lightweight extension to an existing SDN controller. We implement a prototype in the Floodlight controller and evaluate the effectiveness and performance of PacketChecker. The experimental results show that the packet injection attack can largely consume the resources of the SDN controller, and even lead to denying the service. While existing SDN controller cannot defend against such attack, our design can effectively detect and mitigate the packet injection attack. Also, the PacketChecker module incurs negligible overhead.
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